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Captains Day and BBQ is always a popular event in the annual calendar and this year was no 
exception. Twelve triples teams took to the green for 4 x 55 minute games played in the 
traditional manner, but with a 3,2,1 scoring system with an extra point for a toucher. To spice 
things up even further, although the teams were drawn for the first game, the teams for the 
subsequent games were drawn before each round was played – so no-one knew who they 
would be playing with and on what rink they would be playing. Of course, there ended up 
some duplication over the course of the day and that simply added to the fun of the occasion. 
However, the games were keenly contested, and nobody had any idea of the standings and 
positions as the day went on, leaving the result keenly in the balance until it was announced 
after the BBQ. 
 
Each player was awarded the score for their team in each game so at the end the winners and 
runners up were not necessarily team members during the day! All very confusing – for some 
– but nevertheless a great way to run the competition. Thanks to Greg for offering to help run 
this after the success of his last Captain’s Day in 2017.  
 
And so to the results!  
 
Runners up: Skip: David De Gruchy (7 points, +20 shots); 2: Phil Le Quesne (6 points, 35 shots 
– on countback); Lead: Ann Chamier/Eileen Attenborough (6 points, +15 shots) 
 
Winners: Skip: Greg Davis (8 points, +45 shots); 2: Geoff Cole (6 points, + 35 shots – on 
countback); Lead: Dot Uniacke (6 points, +24 shots) 
 
Pictured above: Phil and Mary Le Quesne together with Geoff Cole and Greg Davis 
 
It was a great day enjoyed by all and thanks must go to Terry Le Mottee, Club Captain, for 
organising the competition, and to Kim Gallichan for organising the BBQ. Thanks also to all 
those who helped in any way behind the scenes to make the day a such a success. 


